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Abstract

This paper describes system details and
results of team “EOF” from the Univer-
sity of Melbourne in the shared task of
ALTA 2016, which addresses the use of
cross document coreference resolution to
determine whether two URLs refer to the
same underlying entity. In our submis-
sion, we develop a two stage system which
first identifies the underlying entity for a
given URL using entity-level features by
ranking the entity mentions present in the
crawled text with the help of logistic re-
gression. This is followed by disambiguat-
ing entities present in the given pair of
URLs using a tree ensemble model to clas-
sify if both URLs refer to the same under-
lying entity. Our system achieved a final
F1-score of 86.02% on the private leader-
board1, which is the best score among all
the participating systems.

1 Introduction

The exponential expansion of the World Wide
Web has resulted in a large data repository, the ma-
jority of which is in the form of unstructured natu-
ral language text containing ambiguous name enti-
ties. A name entity mention may relate to multiple
known entities. For example, the entity mention
“New York” may refer to the city of New York or
the movie New York which was released in 2009.

Entity linking (EL) is the process of resolv-
ing disambiguity between textual entity men-
tions and the correct entity node in the knowl-
edge base (KB). EL systems usually rely on
semantic resources like Wikipedia as endpoints
for disambiguation (Shen et al., 2015), however,

1https://inclass.kaggle.com/c/alta-2016-
challenge/leaderboard

Chisholm et al. (2016) provide a relaxed def-
inition of a KB as any uniform resource loca-
tor (URL) which reliably disambiguates linked
mentions on the web (Chisholm et al., 2016a).
This relaxed definition has motivated the shared
task of ALTA 2016 (Chisholm et al., 2016b).
The task organizers provided manually selected
URL pairs from a heterogenous collection of web-
sites including popular social networking websites
like LinkedIn, Twitter, ResearchGate; knowledge
bases like Wikipedia, IMDB and news websites
like NDTV and Economic Times. The participants
are asked to classify whether a given pair of URLs
refer to the same underlying entity. For example,
in Figure 1, URLs in the pair < UA1, UA2 > refer
to the same entity “Barack Obama” whereas URLs
in the pair < UB1, UB2 > refer to two different
entities “Donald Trump” and “Ivanka Trump”.

Figure 1: Example of URL pairs

Considerable research has been done in the field
of EL using existing KB like DBpedia (Auer et al.,
2007), YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2007), Freebase
(Bollacker et al., 2008) and KnowItAll (Etzioni et
al., 2004). Wikipedia has proven to be a great
resource in solving EL tasks (Cucerzan, 2007);
(Milne and Witten, 2008) where dictionary-based
techniques, contextual features and entity refer-
ences have been used to train classifiers. Chisholm
et al. (2016) study link behaviour and propose a
KB discovery method using URL path features by
inferring endpoints via logistic regression.

We adopt a two stage approach to solve this
problem. First, our system determines the possible
underlying entities for a given URL using entity
features obtained from the crawled text with the
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help of logistic regression. Next, entities are dis-
ambiguated between the given URL pair to clas-
sify if both URLs refer to the same underlying en-
tity. Contextual features in and around the entities
are exploited and a tree ensemble model is trained
for this task.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the methodology in detail.
Section 3 describes the experiments and results.
Section 4 discusses the error analysis of the ob-
tained results and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Methodology

The goal of ALTA 2016 shared task is to deter-
mine if a given pair of URLs refer to the same un-
derlying entity. This is essentially a problem of
cross-document coreference resolution. We tackle
this task as an EL or named entity disambiguation
(NED) problem. As compared to the traditional
NED problem, where entity mention in the text is
disambiguated to the entities present in a KB, the
difference in this task lies in disambiguating the
entities identified from two given URLs without
an existing KB.

We treat this task as a supervised classification
problem which involves two sequential subprob-
lems, i.e., entity endpoint determination and entity
disambiguation. The complete solution pipeline
is show in Figure 2. First, the given URLs
are crawled using Scrapy (Myers and McGuffee,
2015) to obtain textual content from the webpage.
The next steps are described below.

2.1 Entity Endpoint Determination
The first stage of our system is to identify the un-
derlying entity for a given URL. It involves three
components as described below.

2.1.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing module consists of tokeniza-
tion of a given URL and the page title of the
webpage corresponding to that URL. We define
regex patterns which split a given URL on for-
ward slash characters and hyphens. Research has
shown that the path tokens are good indicators
of entity mentions. We leverage the observa-
tion made by Chisholm et al. (2016a) that the
URLs which contain terms like “profile”, “wiki”,
“name”, “people” provide a positive evidence to
refer to entity pages, whereas URLs containing
terms like “news”, “topic” or date patterns like
“YYYY/MM/DD” provide a negative evidence.

2.1.2 Named Entity Recognition
The next step is to make use of a named entity
recognition (NER) system to identify all the en-
tities present in the crawled text. We make use
of Stanford’s NER system (Finkel et al., 2005)
which uses a model trained on MUC6, MUC7 and
ACE 2002 datasets to classify words into three cat-
egories namely Location, Person and Organiza-
tion. The details about this NER system is beyond
the scope of this paper and can be obtained from
Finkel et al. (2005).

2.1.3 Entity Ranking
Entity ranking is the key step in Stage 1. It trains
a logistic regression model using the features ob-
tained in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 to assign a score
for each entity identified in the crawled text. We
consider four main features:

1. Comparison of entity mention with the text
obtained from URL - Hamming distance is
measured for a partial and exact match.

2. Comparison of entity mention with the text
obtained from webpage title of the given
URL - Hamming distance is measured for a
partial and exact match.

3. Frequency of occurrence of entity mention -
We observe that in most cases, the most fre-
quent entity is the most probably endpoint.

4. Position of entity mention in the crawled text
- We observe that in most cases, the most
probable endpoint is an entity mention which
is located within the first five tokens in the
crawled text.

Using these features, we train a logistic regres-
sion model which gives us the probability of an
entity being a possible webpage endpoint. This
probability score is used to shortlist top-3 entity
mentions as the most likely endpoints for a given
URL. We observe that an entity endpoint is usually
characterized by some related entities. This moti-
vates us to retain the top-3 entities which prove to
be useful in the next stage.

2.2 Entity Disambiguation
The second stage of our system solves the problem
of determining whether a given pair of URLs refer
to the same underlying entity. It makes use of the
output of Stage 1 and involves two components as
described below.
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Figure 2: System pipeline

2.2.1 Feature Extraction
This module makes use of contextual features in
and around the identified entities. A concept vec-
tor is created to represent the semantic content of
the crawled text from the URL. This concept vec-
tor contains TF-IDF of URL path, page title and
top-3 entity mentions obtained from Stage 1 and
adds features of bag of words (Guo et al., 2013);
(Ratinov et al., 2011) and anchor texts (Kulkarni
et al., 2009) as described below.

• Bag of words - TF-IDF summary of the entire
crawled text is generated and top-20 words
after removal of stopwords are chosen as the
representative bag of words.

• Anchor texts - The URLs referred in all the
anchor texts are preprocessed according to
Section 2.1.1 to obtain the URL endpoint. A
vector containing all such endpoints and an-
chor texts is used to define a TF-IDF vector
for the given URL pair.

2.2.2 XGBoost
The features defined in Section 2.2.1 are used to
train a supervised tree ensemble classifier called
extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) (Chen and
Guestrin, 2016). The intuition behind XGBoost is
that since it is not easy to train all the trees at once,
an additive strategy is employed to fix what has
been learnt which adds one new tree at a time. XG-
Boost tackles regularization very carefully, which
improves the overall score. Detailed working of
XGBoost is beyond the scope of this paper and we
refer the readers to Chen et al. (2016) for details.

3 Experiments and Results

The ALTA shared task is to classify whether a
given pair of URLs refer to the same underlying
entity. We first describe the given dataset briefly,
followed by the experimental setup and results.

3.1 Dataset

The shared task organizers provide a corpus of
URLs from a heterogenous collection of web-
sites including popular social networking web-
sites, knowledge bases and news websites. The
training data consists of these URLs in the form
of a pair along with their annotations, i.e., 0 if the
URLs in a pair refer to different entities or 1 if they
refer to the same entity. In addition to this, infor-
mation about the webpage title and a small snippet
is provided for both URLs. The training and test
data consist of 200 pairs of URLs each. Data de-
tails are given by Chisholm et al. (2016b).

3.2 Experimental Setup and Results

In the Stage 1 sub-problem of entity endpoint de-
termination, we leverage the output of NER to
manually annotate the given 200 URL pairs of
training data with the top-3 possible entity end-
points, which become the gold standard annota-
tions for this sub-problem. We split this data
equally into training and development datasets.
We train a logistic regression model on this train-
ing data to learn the regression parameters. Us-
ing the learnt parameters, we run the model on de-
velopment data and obtain a F1-score of 89% in
classifying if an identified entity mention is one of
the top-3 manually annotated entity endpoints for
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Table 1: Results on public and private leaderboards
Features Precision Recall Public F1 Private F1
{URL, Title} 68.63 87.5 76.92 80.85
+{Bag of Words} 80.39 85.42 82.82 83.49
+{Entity Features} 78.43 97.56 86.96 81.82
+{Anchor Texts} 86.27 95.65 90.72 86.02

the given URL. This gives us a positive confidence
to proceed with combining the training and devel-
opment datasets (i.e. the given original full train-
ing dataset consisting of 200 URL pairs) on which
we train the logistic regression model, thus obtain-
ing the final regression parameter values. This re-
gression model is used to calculate the probabil-
ity score for all the entity mentions in the crawled
text obtained from the URL pairs in the given test
dataset.

For the Stage 2 sub-problem of entity disam-
biguation, we split the given training data into
training and development datasets to perform 5-
fold cross validation using XGBoost tree ensem-
ble method. First, we made use of the TF-IDF
feature vector obtained from the given URL and
its page title. In the second attempt, we added the
bag of words TF-IDF feature vector as described
in Section 2.2.1. Next, we added the feature vec-
tor containing TF-IDF of the top-3 entity mentions
for both URLs. Finally, we added the anchor text
feature vector.

The trained model is used for predictions corre-
sponding to the public leaderboard which contains
50% of the total data. Finally, at the end of the
competition, the predictions are measured against
the remaining 50% of data which corresponds to
the private leaderboard. The results obtained by
using the aforementioned features is shown in Ta-
ble 1. Standard precision, recall and F1-score met-
rics are used to report the prediction results.

4 Discussion

Our system performs well on both public and pri-
vate leaderboards. Table 1 shows that a collec-
tive use of contextual features in and around the
entities leads to an increase in the F1-score. In
our system, we make use of TF-IDF of top-20
words and a bag of words approach to train the
system. As compared to using just the URL and
page title features, the bag of words led to an in-
crement of 5.69% F1-score on the public leader-
board. Next, we identify top-3 entity mentions as

the most probable endpoints for a given URL. This
gives us a high confidence in disambiguation as
most of the URLs are characterized by their top-
3 entity mentions. An incorporation of this entity
feature has led to an increment of 4.14% F1-score
on the public leaderboard. Additionally, it has in-
creased the system recall by a significant 12.14%.
Finally, anchor texts prove to be informative fea-
tures and provide another 3.74% improvement on
F1-score. Our system does well in classifying
most of the URL pairs as referring to the same un-
derlying entity. However, it does not perform well
in certain cases:

• Lack of identified entities - There are
cases in which the crawled URL text con-
tains just one entity which is usually the
name of a person or organization. With
no further information about that entity
mention, our system fails to leverage the
strength of contextual features and is unable
to disambiguate the entities, e.g., the URL
www.imdb.com/name/nm5513294
refers to a person named “Johnny Dwyer“.
There is no more information about that
person on this URL. Its corresponding URL
in the given pair is a LinkedIn profile and
refers to a person named “Johnny Dwyer”
who is an author based in New York. The
gold annotations indicate that our system
scores a false negative on such URLs.

• Website search results - Some URLs refer
to search results within a website, which
provides a listing of all articles contain-
ing an entity mention. While we tackle
this problem by avoiding the URLs for
news websites in a way so as to prune
them for terms like “news” and “topic” as
described in Section 2.1.1, there are few
cases which were missed, e.g., the URL
deadline.com/tag/secrets-lies
refers to all the articles with a tag of secrets-
lies. Our system gives a false positive for the
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disambiguation of this URL with the Twitter
URL of the TV show “Secrets and Lies”.

• Dynamic URLs - There are some dynamic
URLs in the given dataset. A dynamic URL
changes with time, i.e., either the contents
of that URL change over time or the URL
becomes void after some time. Since such
URLs do not contain any information, our
system is not able to disambiguate them to
their valid static URL counterparts.

5 Conclusion

Disambiguating entities referred by web endpoints
is an important and challenging problem which
gives us insights to an important concept of knowl-
edge base discovery and creation. In this paper,
we described our system, which ranked the best
with an F1-score of 86.02% in the official pri-
vate leaderboard of the ALTA 2016 shared task.
Our solution was based on a supervised classifi-
cation method using gradient boosted trees which
exploited contextual entity-level features.
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